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Download files needed to print these posters on any large format 

printer/plotter that you or friends have access to OR have the file 

printed commercially at print shops or on-line poster printers. 

Please send us details and pics of your coolest 

bar/pub/restaurant/coffee shop/high school/university and 

public exhibitions and culture jams or check our website for  

exhibitions in your area. Events@ArtOfLiberty.org  

The Liberator - a 64GB uncensorable credit card-sized flash drive of 

visualizations, documentaries, short videos, book in PDF, dank 

memes, and truth music from the Liberty movement's leading artists. 

Companion Media to the new book: "Government"  The Biggest 

Scams in History... Exposed! by Etienne de la Boetie²  

 

The Art of Liberty Foundation is a start up public policy organization 

exposing the illegitimacy and criminality of "Government" from a 

principled voluntaryist perspective.  

The Censorship Industrial Complex is the name for a consortium “government,” Big Tech, NGOs, and “Fact Checking” organizations that were discovered 
to be censoring information, including true information about the scam of “The Covid” and the harmfulness of the “vaccines” through the Twitter files 
released once Elon Musk took over the company. The visualization was created by Matt Taibbi’s Racket News and is companion media to an article 
entitled: Report on the Censorship-Industrial Complex: The Top 50 Organizations to Know. You can find both the article and the visualization on: The 
Liberator. 
This visualization shows the size and scope of an effort to algorithmically censor information on the DARPA Internet. Other revelations 
to come out about this network include investigative reporting by Mint Press 
News that showed the content moderation team at Twitter to be populated by 
“Ex” FBI officials, the content moderation team at Facebook is populated by “Ex” 
CIA officials, and the content moderation team at Tik Tok is populated by “Ex” 
State Department officials. These revelations reinforce the Art of Liberty Founda-
tion’s thesis that inter-generational organized crime is using “government” and 
the monopoly media to rob and control society by controlling the information the 
population receives to make “government” appear legitimate and conceal its 
obvious crimes. 
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